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Abstract

Let G be a countable torsion free finitely generated nilpotent group. Then the Fourier transform
can be considered as a map from the space of bounded degree 1 random operators to the Fourier
algebra A(G). In this paper, we recover the matrix elements of a positive random variable from
the corresponding positive definite function in A(G) for such a group.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 46 L 55.

0. Introduction

When G is a locally compact abelian group, the Fourier transform is a map
from Ll(G) and the inversion formula can be expressed in the same form.
More generally, let G be a type I group. As in Paterson [2], the Fourier
transform is considered as a map from the L1-space on G with respect to a
Plancherel measure to the Fourier algebra A{G). In [2], Paterson writes down
the explicit form of the Fourier inversion formula in this sense when G is the
Heisenberg Lie group.

On the other hand, for general groups not of type I, there is no good
Plancherel formula based on G in a classical sense. Recently in [4], Sutherland
considered the Plancherel formula of some groups not of type I based on G
using the "singular integration theory" of Connes [1].

In this paper, we extend the Connes-Sutherland theory to the non-split
groups. In this case, our Fourier transform is a map from the space of
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"bounded" degree 1 random operators to A(G). The main purpose of this
paper is to recover the matrix elements of a positive random variable from
the corresponding positive definite function in A(G) for a finitely generated
torsion free nilpotent group G. This can be considered as the Fourier inver-
sion formula of such groups.

I would like to express my hearty thanks to Dr. S. Yamagami for fruitful
discussions and to Professor O. Takenouchi for his constant encouragement
and good advice.

1. General theory

Let G be a separable unimodular locally compact group with a normal
maximal abelian subgroup N. We assume that we can choose a suitable G
invariant conull subset A of N such that Ind^cX is irreducible for every
X € A. Since the above group extension does not split in general, it is not
appropriate to consider the groupoid N x G/N. But even in this case, we can
consider "singular integration theory" analogous to that in Connes [1].

Take a € A. We use "right" notation. We write L2(G, N, a) for the repre-
sentation space of Indite <*• An element £ in L2(G, N, a) satisfies £(n • g) =
(n, a)£{g) for n € N, g e G, and IndN^G(g) acts on L2(G, N, a) as a right
translation operator. We denote by A the right regular representation of G
on L2{G). Let Ua — I n d ^ ^ a . Take a Haar measure /x on N and abbreviate
dfi(a) to da. Then we have the following irreducible decomposition:

Ua(g)da.
A

This is just the ordinary partial Fourier-Plancherel transform with respect to
N.

We assume the action of G/N on N leaves fi invariant. Then we can
consider some unimodular groupoid like structure. By using this, we extend
Connes' theory to our situation. Let { r a } a 6 A be a measurable family of
closed operators on L2(G, N, a). We define an isometric operator Va(g) from
L\G, N, a) to L2(G, N,g-a) for £ e L2(G, N, a), g € G, by (Va(g)Z)(g') =
Z(g~lg') for every g' e G.

DEFINITION 1. A measurable field { r a } a € A is a random operator if

Va(g)Ta = TgaVa(g)

for all g € G.
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Two random operators {Ta}a€A and {T'a}a€A are called equivalent if
Ta = T'a holds on some G-invariant conull subset of A. A random oper-
ator {Ta}a€A is called bounded (positive) if essup||ra | | < oo (Ta > 0) on
some (7-invariant conull subset of A. We write End^(G) for the set of all
equivalence classes of bounded random operators. When G is in the form
of a semi-direct product of N by G/N, this definition coincides with that
of Connes [1], and the Haar measure fi on N corresponds to the transverse
measure.

Analogously to Connes [1], for every positive random operator T =
{ r ° } a € A we can construct a normal weight q>r on End^(G). We denote by
M+(G/N) the set of non-negative valued measurable functions on G/N.
For / in M+(G/N) we write Mf for the pointwise multiplication operator on
L2(G, Na) given by / . For a positive self adjoint operator H on some Hilbert
space )i, we use COM to denote the normal weight given by H on B(H) (cf.
Pedersen-Takesaki [3]).

We fix A G End^(G)+. For / € M+(G/N) consider the map

f -> coT((Aa)l<2Mf(A°)l/2).

This map gives positive measures on G/N. By the randomness of {Ta}aeA

and {Aa}a€A, this field satisfies some covariance condition similar to that in
Connes [1]. Take / in M+(G/N) such that f®N f{g) dg = 1. We call this /
a partition of unity. Then the value

f (OH{(Aa)xl2Mf{Aafl2)da

is independent of the choice of/ . We write (PH{A) for this integral. Then the
map A —» <PT{A) (for each A e End^((7)+) gives a normal weight on End^G).
Similarly to Connes [1], we have the following result.

LEMMA 2. For every weight <p on EndM{G), there exists a positive random
operator {Ta}aeA such that q> — <pr-

PROOF. We define a unitary operator V(g) on f® L2(G, N, a) da, for ^ e
f?L2(G,N,a)da, by (V(g)$)(g',a) - Z{g-Xg',a) (g' e G,a e N). Then
V(n) is equal to f® M(na) da for n € N. For every A in EndM(G), the map
g -> Ad V(g)(A) is right N invariant. Take B in f® B(L2(G,N,a))+ da.
We define W(B) in EndM(G)+ by f®NAd V(g){B)dg. Then this W is an
operator valued weight from f® B(L2(G, N, a))da to Endf,(G).
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Since <p o W is a weight on f® B(L2(G, N,a))da, there exists a measur-
able family of positive self adjoint operators {Ta}aeA such that tp o W =
f?(oT°da. For A in End^(G)+ and / in M+(G/N) with JG/Nf(g)dg = 1,
we have

= A.
N

By using this, we have this lemma.
The formula in the above lemma can be considered as the "singular" in-

tegral decomposition on N of a weight (p. We write this fact symbolically
as <p = Jft,Tr(Ta),dA. We apply this lemma to the Haar weight if/ on
End^G), and have the following "singular Plancherel fomrula" of G.

PROPOSITION 3. For normalized Haar measures on N and GIN, if/{A) =

This formula is a group extension version of that in Sutherland [4], and
shows the possibility of normalizing Plancherel measures of some groups not
of type I.

We denote the Fourier algebra of G by A(G). Then A(G) is canonically
isomorphic to the predual of k{G)" ^ End^G), and a positive random oper-
ator { r a } a € A such that ^ r ( l ) < oo gives rise to a positive definite function
in A(G). When G is equal to N and abelian, this map is the ordinary Fourier
transformation from Ll(G) to A{G). We investigate the inverse of the above
transform in the special case in the next section. We remark that Paterson
[2] solved this type of problem in the case of the Heisenberg Lie group.

2. Discrete nilpotent groups

Let G be a countable torsion free finitely generated nilpotent group. Take
an abelian normal subgroup N which is maximal in the set of normal abelian
subgroups of G.

LEMMA 4. N is a maximal abelian subgroup ofG.

PROOF. Let M be the centralizer of N in G. Suppose that M ^ N. G
acts on M/N via inner automorphism. By the nilpotency of G, there exists
a fixed point h / e. Take a representative h of h in G. Then, the subgroup
generated by Â  and h is normal, abelian and strictly larger than N.
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Fix some normal maximal abelian subgroup in G, and denote this by N.
Take x €E N. Then Indite X is irreducible if and only if g • x = X implies
g € N. Let n be a Haar measure in N.

LEMMA 5. There exists a G-invariant n-conull subset A in N such that for
every x in N, g • X = X implies g e N.

PROOF. N is of the form lr, and N is isomorphic to Jr. We put coordi-
nates on N and represent x € N as x = (X\ • • • • • Xr)- Then g • X — X implies
{X- g~ln - n) = 0 for every n in N. We denote the ith component of n by
(«),. By using this notation, we have X^=1 Xi(g~ln - n)i = 0 for every n
in N. There exists a conull subset A' in N such that for all (x\.----Xr) e
A', 1, xi, • • • < Xr are rationally independent. Let N' = {g e G; (g~ln-n)j = 0
for ever n e W}. Then W D N. Take g e W. Then g X = X holds for
almost all x- By the continuity of the action of G on N, g • x = X f° r all
^ G N. This shows that g is contained in N.

3. Inversion formula

By the result in Section 2, we can use the method in Section 1 when G
is a countable torsion free finitely generated nilpotent group. Take a cross
section set X c G for the quotient map from G to G/N such that e e X.
Every g e G can be written uniquely as g = « • x (n e TV, x e X). We define
an element <!;" in L2(G, N, a) by £"(#) = (a, n) when £ = x and g = n • x
{ne N, x € X), and <j£(g) = 0 otherwise. Then, {^}i€G/Ar is a CONS of
L2(G,N,a).

By using this CONS, we define matrix elements of random operators.
When a random operator {Ba}a€A is bounded, put B%y = (Ba£°,£%}. When
a random operator {5Q}a 6 A is positive self adjoint, put

if ^ and (° are contained in D{(Ba)ll2). When {5°}a 6 A is bounded and
positive, the two definitions coincide. For a positive self adjoint operator H
on a Hilbert space X and a positive number e, denote H{\ + eH)~x by H£.

LEMMA 6. Let {Ta}a€A be a positive random operator. If(pT{\) < oo, we
can take a G invariant conull subset A' of K such that for every a in A' all
matrix elements ofTa with respect to {€%}X<EG/N exist.
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P R O O F . Since the value of (pj is independent of the choice of / , we may
choose / to be the characteristic function of x. Then, M{ is the projection
Px on the 1-dimensional subspace generated by ££.

Then <pr(l) = / # u>T"{Pe) da. From this there exists A' such that a)T"(Pe)
< oo for a e A'. By the definition of a>T",

This shows that £" is contained in the domain of ( r a ) ' / 2 for every x in G/N.

As in the proof of the above lemma, for every H in 8{L2(G,N,a))+,
(oTa{Hl/2pjcH

1/2) < oo is equivalent to HX'2Q e D{(Ta)ll2). When <pT{\) <
oo, <pr(A) has meaning for every A e End/i(G

r). We can perform a Jordan
decomposition A(g) = A+ -A~ + /(5+ - B~), where A+ and 5+ are positive
elements. By removing a G invariant conull subset from A', we can assume
that ((^+)Q)1/2<K, ((B+)ay/2&, (A+)a&, (B+)a& are contained in D{(Ta)^2)
for every g in G, x in G/N. We again call this G invariant conull subset A.

For explicit calculation, square root elements are not convenient. The
following proposition is useful.

PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that ?>7-(l) < oo. Let (Aa) in Endfl{G)+ be some
element appearing in the Jordan decomposition ofk(g) for some g in G. Then

f
JA

PROOF. First we show that it is enough to prove the result for Ta bounded.
The left-hand side of this equality is rewritten as /A |
I f o O a n d f eP( ( r a ) ' / 2 ) , then

\\«Ta)l/2U\\ < \\(Ta)l'2$\\

and

in norm. By Lebesgue's dominant convergent theorem, the equality is valid
if we can show it with Ta replaced by (Ta)e for all positive e. Moreover,
{rc

a}a 6 A is also a positive random operator for every positive e.
We assume that every Ta is bounded. We can rewrite the equality as

follows:

f TT{Ta{Aa)xl2Pe(AaYl2)da = f Tr(PeAaTa)da.
JA JA
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Put {Aayi2Ta = Sa, (Aa)xl2 = Ba. Then {Sa}a€A and {Ba}a€A also satisfy
the randomness condition, and

/ Tr{Ta{Aa)xl2Pe{Aa)X/2) da

= f Tr(PeSaBaPe)da

= I Tr ( p,Sa I Yl Va(8)PeVa{gY \Ba\daJK J J
= I E tr(PiV{g)aS*-la

PiB*-laVa{gy)da
A geG/N

I
A g

= f Tr(Sg~'aPeB8~'a)da

= [ Tr(PeBaSa)da

= /Tr{peAaTa)da.
JA

By this lemma, we have

<Pr(Kg)) = f((Ta)V2Ua(g)Ze,(T
ay'2Ze) > da.

JA

From this equality, we recover the matrix elements of Ta. Since Ua(g)£e is
not convenient for us, we use Ua(g~x)€e instead. Clearly, we have Ua(g~l)£e

= (a, n)£g where g = np(n^N,pe X). Th i s shows tha t

[ e g
A

By these arguments, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM. For a positive random operator {Ta}a&A, we can recover the
matrix elements T"x from the corresponding positive definite function f(g) by

General matrix elements T°y are obtained from the above special form by
the randomness condition. We will not write down the explicit form because
these are complicated by the appearance of tedious cocycles in general.
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